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1.  Introduction: As the Creator and Sustainer of all things, God has total control of my life as I       
 yield it to Him. 
 
2. Do we really live like God has no equal? (v.25)  
 
 - Idolatry can be subtle. Anytime we believe a circumstance or person can thwart 
 God’s plan for our lives, we are essentially committing idolatry. 
 
3. God calls us to observe the created order to help process some of His attributes. (v.26) 
  
 - God not only created the stars (transcendence), but He actively wills each one to exist    
 (sustaining power) for specific purposes (immanence).  
 
4. If God made and sustains the stars, does He not know the details of human lives? (v.27) 
  
 a. While stars are a glorious part of the created order, humans are made in His image 
 and the crown of His creation. (Genesis 1:26, Psalm 8:5-6) 
 
 b. God certainly knows our way; He not only recognizes the justice due us, but He 
 personally paid the price for our sin. Both His transcendence and immanence are 
 necessary for this salvation and sustenance. 
 
5. Although we seem to readily acknowledge God’s infinite power, perceiving His infinite  
 wisdom brings freedom despite unanswered questions. (v.28) 
 
6. We gain genuine power when we finally realize we have no real power of our own. (v.29) 
 
 - An inverse relationship exists between my dependence on myself on the level of 
 God’s power working in me. (John 3:30) 
 
7. In order to have the strength we need, we must soar on the “wind” of the Holy Spirit as  
 eagles soar on updrafts. (vs.30-31) 
 
8. Conclusion: Do not fear circumstances or people; trust God with every detail of your  
 salvation and life.  
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